Robin Williams: Decisive Moments
On Luck, Passion and Influential People: The story behind the CV
I was born to be a photographer.
From the earliest age I can remember I had a camera in my hand.
Photography has been a consistent theme in my life – not always
my aspiration, not always my main source of income – but never
far from my heart. Often frustrating, sometimes challenging, but
always immensely satisfying, I am at one when making images.
I recently worked out that I have completed nearly fifty years of
continuous practice as a professional photographer – something
of a shock really when you realize just how long you have been in
this business! Yes, I started professional life with film, a 5x4 view
camera, flashbulbs and wet darkroom processes.
Aged 8

As I look back on my career I see patterns which at the time were obscure or hidden from me. My
father, Bill Williams, undoubtedly seeded my grande passion; it was he that purchased my first
Kodak Box Brownie, and he that showed me the mysterious ‘dark arts’ – developing and printing
in the blacked out family bathroom. But even before that my elder brother had made me a toy
camera from wooden blocks!
In common with many of my age, I was seduced by the sight of a
print coming to life in the tray of developer under yellow
safelights. By the age of eight I was ‘in love’ and my love for
photography was never to leave me. But my father’s influence
went beyond this. In my early years my father had been a lighting
director in the theatre and some of my earliest memories were of
Dad creating illusions with light. It was as a child that I started to
learn about shade and light, chrominance and luminance and
began instinctively to understand how to create emotional
responses through lighting. I learned to respect and value light.
Much to the distress of my teachers, Schoolwork definitely took a
back seat as I concentrated every ounce of energy on
photography. I progressively worked my way through the
photography sections of local libraries, took photographs of
everything and eventually found mechanisms to fund my
‘expensive habit.’
Aged 14

Saturday work at a local photographers – Andersons in Leighton Buzzard – and a growing
personal ‘business’ in post cards of church interiors ensured that by the age of fifteen I was
growing in stature as a photographer. My first decent 35mm camera, and a 120 Rolleicord
together with a 9x12 view camera became my tools of the trade.
Looking back I must have been a great frustration to my parents. The downstairs bathroom was
commandeered and ‘permanently’ converted into a darkroom. The sitting room was often
‘converted’ into a studio with photoflood hot lights– usually to photograph elder brothers’
girlfriends! The house must have constantly smelt of acetic acid, fixer and over-hot tungsten
lamps – an aromatic elixir, how my parents tolerated it I’ll never know! Every family holiday and
weekend trip became an opportunity to take photographs, I loved doing landscape photography.
A lodger, Robert Leggat, who was a professional photographer, moved into the family home and
became my personal tutor. I also joined the local camera club – further enriching my circle of
photographic influences. I founded a school camera club and every annual school fete would see
a classroom converted into a studio so that I might take portraits – individual and family – to aid
the fundraising efforts of the school. Hundreds of mums, dads, teachers and kids filed through.
All great experience but as I remember the colossal pile of negatives to print afterwards, I still
shudder. This was how I cut my teeth as a photographer.
My interest in the landscape and
photographing it was established very early
on. Every family holiday and weekend trip
became an opportunity to take photographs.
By the time we were teenagers my younger
brother and I were cycling and walking
across Britain; his grand passion in life –
ornithology (or ‘birding’) was established as
early as my passion for photography!
Together we made many trips, the best of
which were an entire summer spent walking
the Hebrides and another walking the Islands
of Orkney and Shetland.
My parents and teachers had become comfortable with the idea of
me being a professional photographer on leaving school and indeed
a position was offered at my ‘Saturday’ studios. Imagine the shock,
horror and disbelief when I boldly announced that I wanted to be a
doctor! Disbelief because I hadn’t shown any promise academically –
having failed the 11 Plus and attended a rural Secondary Modern
School where I learned to castrate pigs and rotate crops. Don’t get
me wrong – I absolutely loved the school, especially in my latter
years as Head Prefect. But it was not the school for aspiring medics!
But doctor I wanted to be, and I focused for the first time in my life
on schoolwork.
Aged 16 as Head Prefect

It is astonishing how much influence individuals have on your life: the biology teacher at school,
Janet Brown, believed in me and under her dedicated tutelage I started to study human biology
for the first time in my life (only girls studied Biology at our school). A break-up with my first
(human) love and being ‘boarded out’ to stay with a Grandmother who had a great dislike for me
created a distraction free environment where I could do nothing but study – isn’t it odd how the
worst times of your life turn out to be those that shape your life most! I had found a second
grande passion – the human body: I learned everything I could, and took delight in drawing every
bone in the human body, several times, just for pleasure. In a year I obtained good grades at
eleven GCE O’ levels. Sadly I didn’t click a shutter once in that year.
A move to Essex and a traditional single sex Grammar School with 500 years of history was
thought to be the best plan to gain entrance to medical school. Although I obtained A’ Levels in
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Geology and a grade 1 Cambridge Scholarship in Human Biology it
was not a happy time, nor was it the expected passport to medical school. I hated the boys only
environment, the sport and the world of privileged tradition that the school represented. Despite
being a prefect, representing the school successfully in debating competitions, and being
president of the school photographic society, the school showed me nothing but disdain.
My chemistry master would often put the impossible question to the class and then say ‘no, wait
boys, let’s see what our Secondary Modern Boy has to say,’ accompanied by much derision from
my classmates. The headmaster insisted on me applying to the top medical schools in the
country – not a hope of success with my background! My goal thwarted and my hopes dashed, I
was lonely and depressed: photography was my salvation. I spent many hours photographing the
marshlands that border the Essex coastline – a pre-cursor to a solo exhibition later in life.
I had no idea what to do in life. I applied to train as an airline pilot with BOAC and even thought
about joining the Navy (I was depressed) but a chance encounter set my agenda and shaped my
life for the next fifteen years – I met a professional medical photographer. I had discovered the
way to combine my passions for human biology and photography – I would become a medical
photographer.
Off I went to do a degree in scientific and medical
photography; thankfully London boasted one of only
three such courses anywhere in the world. Photographic
College turned out to be the most boring place on earth
and a huge disappointment. The lecturers were mostly
uninspiring and I already knew the course content; all
those years of misspent youth studying photography
weren’t wasted after all! The only challenge turned out
to be the compulsory metalwork subject, where I elected
to make an aluminium camera case, but given my
appalling skills, resulted in barely a pass and an unusable
camera case! Thankfully University does not require
attendance except for examinations and I was
encouraged and supported to spend my time away from
campus and out in the industry.
Portrait as an undergraduate

During the first year I worked at GEC Marconi in their photographic section, under the leadership
of Vic Tate – which challenged me photographically and engaged me for the first time in a whole
range of highly specialized scientific imaging techniques and equipment. I cut my teeth on
Schlierien, high-speed, time-lapse, nuclear track, periphery photography, photomicrography and
photomacrography, microphotography, ultraviolet and infrared, thermography and holography,
aerial and photogrammetry. I was introduced for the first time to the Exacta camera system –
great for left-handed photographers, but tricky for me! It was an amazing experience and gave
me a solid scientific basis for my subsequent career.
For the latter two years I worked at Addenbrooke’s Hospital in Cambridge, following an
introduction by a college lecturer – Clive Croot – once again a generous person shaping my future.
I adored Cambridge - a heady intellectual and emotional mix. In some ways I felt like ‘Jude the
Obscure’ – a country boy walking the ‘backs’ and alleyways of Colleges I had once hoped I might
study in. In other ways I was elated to be in one of the finest medical institutions in the country
studying under one of the great Masters of medical photography – Leonard Beard. I made
friendships that would last a lifetime and I made images that would create a future career. I was
introduced for the first time to the Nikon F camera system and I’ve used Nikon ever since – 50
years! I met, worked with, and photographed individuals of outstanding stature such a
Professors Watson and Crick (of DNA fame). I learned how difficult it was to produce
photographs of people who were sick, and in pain, to such a high standard that they could be
repeated exactly over months, or years. I learned how photography (and hospital) can strip
patients of their dignity. I learned how to take photographs in surgery – the ‘decisive moment’
that could never be repeated. I learned how to print negatives that were so thin there was barely
an image. The people around me taught me more than a craft and a profession, they inspired me.
I graduated with Honours in both Scientific and Medical Photography, passing both the BIPP
Basic medical examination and the Medical Finals. My path was set – on graduation I was to
become a medical photographer in Cambridge: but one’s life is never straightforward.
In a strange quirk of fate the ‘Godfather’ of Medical
Photography – Dr Peter Hansell – Director of Medical
Photography at Westminster Hospital Medical School in
London – had a photographer who desperately needed to
get out of London and return to the country. ‘My’ job in
Cambridge became ‘his’ job. I loved Cambridge. I was
disappointed and furious. How dare this man shut down
my dream by pulling strings? Once again I had no idea how
this ‘terrible’ course of action would turn out to be the best
thing that ever happened to me. The ‘consolation prize’
was that I was to be offered a job in Peter Hansell’s unit.
In my ignorance and anger I had failed to appreciate that
this was the best medical photography unit in the world
and Peter would turn out to be my lifetime mentor. Some
conversations and research, followed by my first day on the
job at Westminster, revealed to me my astonishing good
fortune. I skipped and whistled past Parliament that night
on my way from work to the London underground.
Dr Peter Hansell – Lifetime Mentor

The department at Westminster was a powerhouse, filled with talent. Dr Peter Hansell was an
ophthalmologist who along with a few colleagues had created the profession of medical
photography after the Second World War. Peter was a ‘King Maker’ – his past staff had gone on
to successfully direct units all over the world. He was generous with his time and talents and
nurtured generations of medical photographers, myself included. He is sadly missed by many. I
formed friendships and international networks, but more importantly grew unbelievably in my
skills and knowledge.
Peter learned of my original aspiration to become a medical doctor and both facilitated and
encouraged me to take a Masters degree and a Doctorate in Medicine (after establishing a special
exemption examination that would allow me to meet the primary medical degree requirement
for post-graduate medical study at the University of London).
Westminster was an all-consuming time for me. I was
deeply in love with my work to the exclusion of
everything else. I worked for five years as one of a team
of six medical photographers providing illustration
services to the Westminster Hospital, Westminster
Children’s Hospital and Westminster Medical School. I
was engaged daily in imaging to support clinical
assessment, research and teaching. I loved my daily
work – during my years there I estimate that I
photographed approximately 12,500 patients, 1,500
surgical operations, 1,000 autopsies and 2,000 pathological specimens. People are amazed today
to learn that most of our work then was done on large format, 5x4, cameras with sheet film and
sometimes even plates! For colour work Kodachrome (25 ISO) was the only option. After my
day’s work was done there was the ‘night work.’ I would stay at work conducting research,
writing papers and printing the very best clinical photographs I knew how. I would often ‘sleep’
on a couch in the studio.
I conducted original research into a number of areas of practice with the development of new
methods that significantly improved results, including: orthographic photography, immersion
techniques for increasing depth-of-field, control of scale in specimen photography, the
photography of contact lenses, instrument photography and incident illumination microscopy.
All of these innovations were published in peer reviewed journals.
Working with a brilliant young cardiologist I
invented a method for photographing super
cooled blood passing through a cardiac
hypothermia pump. The technique resulted in
the first ever recognition of erythrocyte
crenulation and subsequently dramatically
improved techniques of open-heart surgery. I
was awarded a Fellowship and the Gold Medal
of the Royal Microscopical Society for this
work.
Phase contrast microscopy of human blood

I developed an innovative range of photographic methods for the measurement of threedimensional shape, volume and surface area in vivo – contour maps of patients. This work was so
significant that it lead to a series of major awards including the British Medical Journal Award,
The Lancet Award, The Williamson Research Medal of the Royal Photographic Society and the
Combined Royal Colleges’ Medal (this is awarded jointly by the Royal College of Physicians, the
Royal College of Surgeons and the Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology and is recognised
as the highest award in the field of medical imaging).

The Combined Royal College’s Medal

Receiving the Combined Royal Colleges’ Medal
from Sir Douglas Black, President of the Royal
College of Physicians, 1977.

My techniques were adopted by Hospitals as far afield as USA, Canada, Japan, South Africa and
Australia, and used to improve outcomes for children undergoing facial reconstruction surgery,
to improve techniques for managing burns, to improve the treatment of thousands of young
patients with spinal deformities such as scoliosis, and to monitor treatment in cancer therapy.
I was fortunate enough to undertake a brief sabbatical at the Royal Children’s Hospital in
Melbourne to introduce my techniques there. They not only adopted them but further refined
and developed them: today they remain a leading centre for three-dimensional imaging in
paediatrics. This is really photography making a difference in the world.

Press coverage concerning
the installation of 3D
imaging at The Royal
Children’s Hospital.

Interestingly the contour maps produced – pure scientific information – were also considered
beautiful works of art and acquired by individuals and galleries in France, Germany, Sweden,
Spain, Japan and Italy. They featured in hundreds of magazine articles in publications such as
The Sunday Times, The Daily Mirror, The Mail on Sunday, The Sunday Express, Quest, Medical
Tribune, New Scientist, Science Now, Bunte, Starbene, Esquire, Reader’s Digest and Time Life.

An example
of one of the
‘artistic’
contour
maps,
‘Family of
Man’

I cannot tell you how exciting it was to work with such talented people, or how interesting the
photography was. Another project required me to work in the Crypt of St Bride’s Church, Fleet
Street – which had a collection of layered skeletons going back to Roman times. My anatomy
colleague had a theory that the sacro-illiac joint was compromised by early pregnancy and so
wanted to measure bones of young women dating back through the Centuries. I was required to
photograph hundreds of pelvises in situ in the Crypt in such a way that distortion-free, detailed
and accurate measurements could be made from the photographs. I had to invent a system that
would record the bones as if the photographs had been taken from infinity – a telecentric system.

St Brides Church in Fleet Street,
London

The layered collection of bones in the Crypt dating back to Roman times.
An innominate bone photographed ‘from infinity’ using a telecentric
system.

On another major project, a dermatology colleague was convinced that the contraceptive pill had
a role in causing abnormal skin pigmentation in young women. I developed a standardized
system for photographing the latent pigmentation in these patients using reflected ultra-violet
radiation. This enabled us to ‘see’ the pigmentation changes not yet visible to the naked eye.
Extensive research into the use of invisible radiation photography both infrared and ultraviolet
for medical and forensic applications, resulted in significant improvements in diagnosis and
treatment for many diseases. A series of research papers I published between 1988 and 1994

would become some of the most cited in the profession: the
original paper on ‘The Use of Reflected Ultraviolet Photography
in Dermatological Research’ won the Award for the Best
Published paper in 1989.

Pigmentary changes caused by the contraceptive pill revealed by the use
of reflected ultra-violet photography.

Along the way I was honored to receive many awards, prizes and higher professional
qualifications including Fellowships of all the leading professional photographic bodies and
learned societies. I believe I was the youngest ever Medical Fellow of the Royal Photographic
Society and the British Institute of Professional Photography. I was admitted as a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Medicine in the field of Clinical Measurement.
I had work exhibited in the Royal Photographic Society Medical Group exhibition every year and
several years in both IMBI’s (now IMI) and the B.P.A.’s (now BCA) exhibitions. My work was
featured in “The Medical Picture Show” – a travelling exhibition organised by the British Council
– which was shown in over thirty countries. Other exhibitions of my work were at the BMA
(1975), The Science Museum (1976, 1979), The Photographer’s Gallery (1976), The Royal College
of Physicians (1977), The Institute of Child Health (1977), The National Photographic Centre
(1983) and the Pompidou Centre in Paris (1985). An exhibit of my photogrammetry formed part
of the Christmas “Faraday Lectures” at the Royal Institution in December 1984. My work was
featured in the travelling exhibitions of the Royal Photographic Society, the Arts Council and the
British Institute of Professional Photography and is also held in the permanent collections of the
Arts Council of Great Britain and Royal Photographic Society.
All this intense professional activity was interspersed with
personal photography on annual international travel and I was
lucky to be able to photograph iconic locations across Europe,
India, Russia, America, South America, the Caribbean and the far
East Asia. Travel photography became my relief, my therapy –
although looking back, I wasn’t particularly good at it! Some of
the places I photographed in the 1970s are a great deal more
accessible now like Russia, some now almost impossible because
they are overrun by tourists, like Machu Picchu.
Machu Picchu: a holiday snap from the 1970’s

Chance and good people were once again about to re-set the course for my life.
I was very happy at Westminster Hospital but whilst on a prolonged holiday in the Caribbean one
of the best leadership roles in the country was advertised – that of Charing Cross Hospital
Medical School. Having recently re-located to Fulham from its ancient home in the very centre of
London, Charing Cross was a brand-new hospital and medical school –and the Directorship
was one of the best roles to become vacant in many years. I knew nothing of this vacancy, but a
colleague at Westminster – Liz Woodman – applied on my behalf
and put me into the selection process. I got the job. In a career leap
spanning five levels of the health service I had moved from the
bottom level of the profession to the top in just five years.
I became Director of Medical Illustration at Charing Cross – the
largest department in Europe – at the age of 27. I would spend the
next fourteen years operating on a much broader canvas and an
international stage.
I was familiar with good management – in fact I had been asked to
teach on the program of front-line supervisory skills across the
University of London. This involved teaching practical management
skills several times a year in one-week intensive workshops to
middle managers from across all parts of the University. It gave me
an entré to University level leadership and management that was to
be invaluable. This experience helped enormously in the new role at Charing Cross which
involved supervising not just photographers, but medical artists, designers, television producers,
audiovisual technicians and learning technologists and also involved being part of the executive
team.

With my team of terrific staff at
Charing Cross & Westminster
Medical School

Five years after starting as the Director at Charing Cross I implemented the merger of the
Westminster and Charing Cross departments to create the most advanced and comprehensive
range of media and communications supports for teaching and research in medicine anywhere in
the world. Seven years on I would initiate the successful privatization of the service.

I introduced a strong instructional design capability within the department and managed the
integration of library, computing and media support services. I designed and commissioned a
new teaching services complex on the Fulham Palace campus to integrate the provision of a wide
range of teaching and learning supports. I led the development of the use of narrow band and
satellite technology for the teaching process and in that capacity was a consultant to the
European Economic Community (Directorate XIII), the European Space Agency and the
Parliamentary Select Committee on Higher Education. Under my leadership the Department
achieved a 350% increase in productivity, without increasing staffing levels, or decreasing staff
morale, by the introduction of new technology.

By 1984 we had a fully connected Apple
Macintosh Network for the production of
desk-top publishing and computer graphics
(the first such application in Britain). I’ve
never used a Windows machine since! We
taught people from all over the UK how to
use these ‘revolutionary’ new tools.
Compared with Letraset and hand drawing
with Rotring Pens they were so fast!
Not many people have the opportunity of designing new departments, but in my time as Director
I got to design two new hospital departments. Working with the architects and management
team I designed and commissioned new Departments of Medical Illustration at both the West
Middlesex Hospital and St Stephen’s Hospital (which would become the New Chelsea Hospital in
London). The lack of patients at Westminster, and an old building failing to meet the needs of
modern medicine, meant that Westminster Hospital was merged into the new Chelsea Hospital
development and finally closed in 1992.
Probably the most exciting project of all in this role was the conceptualisation, design,
fundraising for, and installation, of the world’s first totally interactive cable television network
based on fibre-optic communications technology.
This system enabled high quality, full motion, two-way television with associated clinical
monitoring to be broadcast between eight teaching locations
across London. Our problem was that the major teaching
hospitals (where the professoriate were) were all located in
central London, but central London at that time had no
resident population to speak of, and so there was no ‘raw
material’ for the medical students to be trained on. The
solution was to send the students out to the suburban
hospitals where there were plenty of patients and to install a
comprehensive communications network between them and
the central London Hospitals. The challenge was that the
demands of medical teaching – high quality, wide dynamic
range sound, high resolution, high fidelity colour and full
interactivity between teacher and student – far exceeded the
capacity of copper cable, microwave or satellite technologies.

I led the team that provided the solution – fibre-optic cable. It was what we now know as
‘broadband’. At the time this was completely novel and innovative and required us to bring
together a team of experts around the different aspects of the project. I even spent many nights
in the tunnels of the London underground supervising the installation of the cable! We got the
support of government and the private sector and the project was an outstanding success with
daily interactive lectures being provided to all the medical students, irrespective of their location.

Installing the fibre-optic cable in the Underground and Demonstrating the
system to HRH Princess Anne

Personally, it was an amazing project and in the process I became something of a celebrity: it led,
for example, to being flown on Concorde to present the keynote address to the National
Broadcasters Convention! The television broadcasters quickly took up the technology for
themselves, and ‘Broadband’ was born – 1981 – 40 years ago! The medical school received the
Combined Royal Colleges’ Medal (awarded jointly by the Royal College of Physicians, the Royal
College of Surgeons and the Royal College of Obstetrics and Gynaecology – the highest award in
the field of medical imaging) for this project. Given that fewer than twenty people in the world
have won the award in its history, standing on the stage to receive this medal for the second time
in my life would become a world first and the pinnacle of my medical photography career.
Around the same time we began some of the first
experiments in high definition colour television in
collaboration with Sony and I was inaugurated as a
founding member of the Academy of High Definition
Television Arts and Science.
I also led the early experimentation with electronic
imaging systems in medicine using both the Sony Mavica
and the Canon RC-701. It’s difficult to believe that we have
come so far – these early systems had a resolution of just
one megapixel and stored a few images on small floppy
disks!
One of the first Demonstrations of the Sony Mavica System

In 1990 in partnership with Prof Peter Venesis, we established the National Centre for Facial
Recognition and Identification. This involved designing and installing a system for accurate
three-dimensional measurement of faces and skulls. The aims were to build a statistically valid
database of facial shape and to develop tools by which facial shape could be predicted from
skeletal remains. This was the start of a long engagement with forensic science and images in the
courtroom.
It was during this phase of
my life that I really began
to enjoy sharing
knowledge with others: as
a photographer I became a
teacher. I taught not just
my own staff but I began to
enjoy teaching
photography workshops
with enthusiastic
participants in many
countries including
Sweden, Denmark, USA,
Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Britain and
Ireland.

I found great delight and energy in passing on the knowledge that I had accumulated from so
many talented colleagues and mentors. I had absorbed knowledge like a sponge and now I began
to wring it out! There is nothing more enjoyable than standing on a studio floor, or going on

location, and taking photographs that help others improve their skills. The legacy debt I owed
Peter Hansell and other colleagues was being paid off. What a privilege! I truly loved teaching.

Teaching workshops across America and Europe
in the 1980’s

My life as an educator was emerging.
I became the Chief Medical Photography Examiner for the British Institute of Photography and
set the curriculum, examinations and continuing professional education for that peak body. I
initiated the first program of distance learning in medical photography and established the

Cambridge Summer School – an intensive week-long residential workshop in my beloved
Cambridge. I became a regular visiting lecturer at the Rochester Institute of Technology in upstate New York. I wrote many chapters for books and edited the standard work for students of
Medical Photography ‘The Medical Photography Study Guide’.
I became a Director on the governing councils of the peak professional bodies on both sides of the
Atlantic, helping to organize the first World Congress of Medical Illustration and establishing, and
fundraising for, an Endowment Fund for Education of medical photographers in the US.
At home in the UK I became Chairman of the Medical Group of the Royal Photographic Society
and of the British Institute of professional photography. I was on the conference committees for
several IMI and BIPP conferences and in 1987 Chaired the IMI Bath International conference.

The Bath International conference delegates

I read dozens of papers at conferences around the world on all aspects of medical photography
and teaching and learning in medicine– several receiving the award for the best paper. Perhaps
one presentation with the most impact on the profession was “Silicon or Silver: the future of
photography.” Delivered in 1983 – 9 years before Kodak released the DCS 100 – it prophetically
foretold the story of digital convergence and the effect that this would have on the role of
professional photographers and the technology and business of photography. Rather
frighteningly my predictions all came to pass – photography as we knew it would never be the
same.
In 1991, I was awarded the Norman
Harrison Medal by the Institute of Medical
and Biological Illustration for ‘Outstanding
contributions across a lifetime’s service to
medical photography and to the Institute.’

In 1992 I received the Presidential Award of the British
Institute of Professional Photography for ‘distinguished
services to medical photography in which he has set the
highest possible standards as a practitioner, researcher and
teacher.’

In 1993, I received the Louis Schmidt
Medal of the Biological Photographic
Society of America – their highest level of
recognition – for ‘outstanding
contributions to the progress of biological
communications.’
I also received Honorary Fellowships of
the Swedish FMTF and of the German
GDPh for ‘outstanding contributions to
photography.’
In 1983 the BBC made a documentary about my Department and myself called “A job with
Prospects” – this described working as a photographer in the health care environment. In 1987
my original work on kirlian photography was the feature of several broadcast television
programs including the ITN National News, BBC’s “Tomorrow’s World” and NBC’s “Science
Today”. During 1984 I was technical consultant to the Channel 4 series “The Living Body”; my
work on photogrammetry was used extensively in the series including the title sequence and
many of the episodes. This series was syndicated around the world and turned out to be more
successful than Goldcrest’s other famous production ‘Ghandi.’ My pioneering work with fibreoptic telecommunications was the subject of two other BBC documentaries – “Moving Pictures or
Moving People” in 1985 and “Glass” in 1986.
Luck and good people cross paths with my life once again. Two events conspired to ensure that I
would spend the rest of my life in Australia.
Firstly whilst attending a conference in Queensland in 1988 to deliver the keynote address I met
Gigi, a talented medical photographer, from Melbourne, who was reading a paper at the
conference. A long-distance love affair over several years led eventually to our marriage in New
York.

Together we began to produce large scale
multi-image shows involving up to 18
projectors on three screens using the very
latest computer control systems. They were
shown all over the World: the “Gigi and Robin
Show,” as we became known, took the top
awards at every conference.

Secondly in 1989, Professor David Beanland, the then Vice-Chancellor of RMIT University in
Melbourne, Australia, came to see the interactive fibre-optic television system as he wanted to
initiate a similar venture in Australia. David’s fascination with the project, and interest in my
leadership, led eventually to me accepting a position as Head of Photography and full Professor at
RMIT – the University’s first appointed full Professor in 1992. This was the start of my second
career – as a professional academic. I would spend the next eighteen years at RMIT in six
different roles.
The Headship of the Department of Photography at
RMIT offered me the opportunity of re-creating
within the very core academic disciplines themselves
the convergence of media and communications
services that I had achieved in units supporting
academia in London. As RMIT’s first full professor I
contributed to the development and leadership of my
own discipline – photography – by active teaching,
research and engagement with both industry and
community. I launched a website – Medical and
Scientific Photography – which was designed to be an
on-line resource for students and practitioners.

Within two years I transformed the department of photography by motivating staff, engaging
industry, creating new and exciting products, and bringing together a whole range of disciplines
by merger, acquisition and new growth. This resulted in the creation of the new ‘Department of
Visual Communication’, which I then managed. The establishment of the Department of Visual
Communication marked the beginning of a key international leadership role for the University
and for me personally.
Digital convergence was changing the world of work and leisure – creative content was King –
fulfilling Marshall McCluhan’s prediction. I led the development of the new field of interactive
multimedia both within the Department and across the University as a whole. I transferred a

pioneering group from Swinburne University, established the Apple Creative Media Centre and
the International New Media Centre.
I conceived and then established the Interactive Information Institute
to conduct commercial, collaborative research and innovation with
partners across the globe. I raised a great deal of funding from the
government and industry and the Interactive Information Institute –
or I3 – was a powerhouse of research and application of converged
media. It contained a successful Ideas Incubator, a small business
incubator and a state-of-the-art virtual reality centre.
The Virtual Reality Centre provided a
significant facility for both visual and audio
simulation. It was used by a wide range of
collaborating partners, such as G M Holden
Motors who designed their Monaro car there
and Australian Rail Training who conducted
their emergency training in the 3D Visionarium.
Many local councils including Melbourne and
Manningham, created 3D models of their cities
in I3 to strategically plan their future cityscapes
and assess planning applications from
developers.
I3 hosted the Global Visualisation Summit in
2000 in partnership with Silicon Graphics and
became a part of the “Smart Internet
Technologies” CRC as well as hosting the
Victorian High Performance Computer Centre.
Visitors from around the world came to see the
innovative work being undertaken at the
Institute.
Austrade sponsored Asian delegation at I3

Over 32 projects were generated in the ideas incubator and many then prepared for
commercialization in the business incubator. Ideas such as a tripod head that detected the
camera’s position in space – location, pitch, azimuth and rotation and combined this with
metadata about the lens’s configuration in order to make the combination of live footage and
computer generated animation a simple matter. The technology is now in regular use in the
mainstream cinema industry.
The Institute broke new ground educationally, as well as technically and commercially. For
example, I conceptualized and implemented collaborative PhD programs where five PhD
students from different backgrounds – such as design, business, IT, architecture and psychology –

would work together on a common project, but still retain their own research agenda,
supervision and outcomes. This was a World’s first.
I got very substantial funding from
industry for these projects and students.
One example being Telstra, who
sponsored a collaborative team on the
theme of the SOHO (or small office/home
office) useage of bandwidth. This
initiative was recognized as the most
outstanding achievement in Collaboration
between Education and Business by the
Business-Higher Education Roundtable in
2000.
The Vice-Chancellor and Telstra SOHO Team at the BHERT Awards.

Our work became the centre of international attention and I
personally continued to give papers at conferences, write for
journals and sit on committees at the highest level. I was a
trusted advisor to government leaders on both sides of
politics – Labor and Conservative/Liberal – at both State and
Federal level.
I worked closely with the Liberal Premier of the State, Jeff
Kennett and the Treasurer Alan Stockdale to establish
multimedia as an economic driving force for the State. We
established The Collaborative Multimedia Centre eMerge
and I ran an international festival for multimedia in 1997.
The Interact Multimedia festival drew thousands of delegates from
around the World to Melbourne.

At the same time I worked with the Labor
Federal Prime Minister – the Hon Paul Keating
– on ‘The Creative Nation’ – establishing
Australia as a critical place for the
development of new technology and creative
content.

In discussion with the Prime Minister in my
Department at RMIT

With a change of government at both federal and state levels I was invited by Senator Richard
Alston, Federal Minister of Communication and the Arts, to sit on the Australian Information
Economy Advisory Committee and by the Federal Minister of Industry and Science, Ian
MacFarlane, to sit on the Industry, Research and Development Board. At a State level, Premier
John Brumby, invited me to sit on his IT Task Force and I was an expert on both the Broadband
Advisory Committee and the Parliamentary Committee on Television and Media for Children.

Demonstrating multimedia to the Minister for
Education The Hon Lynne Kosky

Launching the IT Skills Task force at I3 with
Victorian State Premier Hon John Brumby.

I was also engaged internationally in providing expert advice. UNESCO invited me to accept the
role Professor of Communications for the Asia Pacific Region in 1977 and so I undertook this role
in parallel with my full-time role at RMIT. This involved skills and knowledge transfer to
developing nations. I worked on a number of projects including: ‘The Pacific on-line’ project
which involved the creation of a set of interactive tools to assist teachers and school children
across Oceania to effectively use on-line technologies in the classroom, working with the Thai
Government using multimedia on a human resource development project for school teachers and
Government bureaucrats, working with the Malaysian Government on the ‘Smart Schools’
initiative to develop the use of multimedia and on-line technologies as part of the Malaysian
‘Multimedia Super-corridor’ project, working with the Indonesian Government on the
establishment of interactive television with internet feedback loops for comprehensive schools
access across the archipelago and the development of a video and interactive CD package for the
teaching of dental health care in Tonga.

Whilst undertaking all this professional activity I was also a father to two wonderful young boys
and I was determined to ‘be there for them’ and enjoy fatherhood myself. So unfortunately
photography was receding from my life – there just weren’t enough hours in the day! I did
manage to hold onto a thread of connection by occasionally teaching in the undergraduate
program and supervising photography Masters and Doctoral students.
My interest in the veracity of the photographic record and my expertise in digital imaging,
combined with my previous extensive experience in forensic science, led to a period of intense
engagement with jurisprudence. Following Keynote addresses at the Fourth International
Congress on Criminal Law in 1992 and at the Australian Academy of Forensic Science in 1993 I
found myself involved in Court cases throughout Australia. I regularly appeared as an expert
witness for both prosecution and defense teams in courtrooms in the states of Victoria, New
South Wales and South Australia.
The day my father died I learned that I had been successful in my application to become the Dean
of the Faculty of Art, Design and Communication at RMIT – the faculty within which my
department sat. Dad would have been proud.
This position involved the direction, management and academic leadership of one of the largest
and most comprehensive faculties of its kind in the world. The Faculty had 10,000 students
studying over 100 courses organized within five Schools and several research centres. The
Faculty operated on three Australian campuses and had extensive international engagement. I
was responsible for a total of 600 academic, technical and administrative staff. The Faculty had
an annual budget of A$60M, 40% of which was raised from sources outside of government grants.
As Dean of a creative Faculty I was immersed in a whole range of disciplines, from fine art
through fashion and graphic design to advertising, public relations, journalism and television.
Being a Faculty Dean was a wholly consuming business. I rarely clicked a shutter, but I
developed both a keen understanding of photography as a fine art medium, and also of its
changing place in the creative economy. I was able to invite distinguished photographers from
around the world to visit us and teach our students. We developed an international research
reputation and grew revenue by 10% compound per annum whilst holding costs to CPI.
I conceived the
development of a digital
design precinct on the
old Carlton United
breweries site in central
Melbourne, which in part
resulted in an Innovation
Policy for the State and
attracted millions of
dollars of funding for a
Centre of Excellence in
Digital Design at RMIT
University.

The Centre as it is today.

My comfort in standing on a stage, my skills in being able to translate complex issues into simple
messages, and my ability to facilitate productive conversations led to another aspect of my life
that gained particular prominence with my leadership role as a Faculty Dean. I was in huge
demand for public speaking engagements, I acted as University Orator and Master of Ceremonies
for most of our important functions and I facilitated discussions, round tables and conferences
for hundreds of business, cultural and educational institutions. I spent time on the ‘speaker
circuit’ – I have given over 400 conference papers and keynote addresses. For over eight years I
hosted the Business Achievement Awards for the Victorian Government and have facilitated
Economic Development Forums for many local councils.

It’s interesting to reflect on how early these skills are
set – I was awarded the O’Neil Public Speaking Prize
and represented the School successfully in the UK
National Public Speaking competition organized by
the English Speaking Union when I was just sixteen!

A common sight
– me standing on a stage!

Once again my life was to be shaped by chance and good people. I always caution my mentees to
be careful about what they are good at. Being good at fundraising – something I had had done
instinctively all my life – suddenly jettisoned me into my third career, professional fundraising.
The then Vice-Chancellor of the University, Ruth Dunkin, had decided that the University should

do away with Faculties (and therefore Deans). In order to keep me on the Executive Team at
RMIT the Senior Deputy Vice-Chancellor – Professor David Wilmoth – suggested that I move to
establishing a professional fundraising and alumni unit as ‘I had demonstrably been so good at it.’
The Vice Chancellor agreed, but extended the role beyond the narrow remit of alumni and
fundraising, to include all the external facing groups along with international education – so I was
appointed to the role of Director External Relations and International Education, reporting
directly to the Vice Chancellor. This role involved being responsible for international relations,
international exchange, study abroad and study tours, protocol for the Vice Chancellor’s Office,
university events including all graduations, the corporate website, fundraising and alumni. This
was an exciting opportunity to bring together all those groups which had an ‘external’ focus. In all
my leadership roles I have had an external focus and been passionate about our work; passionate
to the extent that I was happy to talk to people who shared our interests and values and had the
capacity financially to support our work. I didn’t realize that this was professional fundraising!
In retrospect I had always been a fundraiser: and thus began my third career – that of
professional fundraising.
Most of the role as Director External Relations and International Education was supervising
existing highly efficient groups but fundraising and alumni were very much start-ups and
occupied most of my time. I developed and implemented a fundraising strategy and business
plan for the University, established a development office, including selection of specialist staff,
induction and training. I procured and implemented the Raiser’s Edge Fundraising database and
Blackbaud Net Community socio-media software which enabled efficient and effective
management of high affinity individuals, on-line donations and comprehensive gift tracking. I
inaugurated an annual appeal using exclusively electronic media yielding a surplus of > $800K in
each of the first two years. I established a bequest program which led to several early gifts, one in
excess of $1M. I initiated a prospect research and management pipeline of high net-worth
individuals leading to several gifts in excess of $500K and implemented a successful program of
applications to Trusts and Foundations leading to many gifts in excess of $500K. I implemented a
successful 120th Anniversary campaign within months of being in the role which led to three
individual gifts of $120K along with $2.4M of other support.

With the RMIT Foundation
Board

I established a formal process for donor stewardship including data acquisition from across the
organization, a donor recognition policy, annual thanks to donors publications and a program of
recognition events. Pro-active engagement with key potential supporters and donors to the
University resulted in a 94% increase in philanthropic revenue. The perpetual endowment
increased from $5.9M to $22M in the three years of my stewardship.
I had quickly established a track record as one of Australia’s most successful educational
fundraisers – particularly with start-up operations. I was head-hunted to repeat the process at La
Trobe University and appointed to the role of Director of Alumni and Advancement in 2013. I was
responsible for planning and implementation of strategies to engage the University’s graduates
and fundraising activities. This involved building the unit into a high performing team that
identified over 2,000 donors and delivered over $4M in new gifts in its first two years of
operation. Working in fundraising is a huge privilege: you are a facilitator of productive
conversations between brilliant and passionate researchers and practitioners on one side and
generous and engaged citizens on the other. There can be few more satisfying things than seeing
a donor delighted at progress in some health, or social, issue. Everyone working together for a
better world.
No longer being involved directly with the academic programs in photography at the University
meant that I was free to take up the opportunity of shaping privately provided tertiary education
in Australia. I joined the founding Governing Council of the Photography Studies College in
Melbourne and Chaired their Academic Board. The College awards degrees in fine art
photography, commercial photography and photojournalism. Graduates excel as individual
practitioners, regularly taking out AIPP student of the year and AIPP emerging best professional
of the year. During my time as Chair of the Academic Board we changed the College to a degree
awarding institution (both undergraduate and post-graduate) and I’m delighted to report that
not only has it been voted the ‘Tertiary Institution of the year’ by the Australian Institute of
Professional Photography (AIPP) six years in a row, but also the Federal Government, in its
assessment of Australian Universities and degree awarding institutions, ranked PSC number one
in Australia, above ANU, Melbourne and Sydney Universities. It is without any doubt Australia’s
leading Photography College and I was privileged to have played a part in their success.
Ironically moving away from photography brought me closer to it. For the first time in many
years I really delighted in being able to pick up a camera purely for pleasure. I started to go out
at dawn again and doing what I love – standing behind a tripod watching the light shape a
landscape.
A sudden health scare caused a major re-evaluation of my life in late 2012. I gave up full-time
work and ‘retired’. However, within weeks I was going crazy and the Head of a private consulting
business in fundraising offered me the position of Senior Consultant on a part-time basis to give
me flexibility in managing my health and my life. Another wonderful opportunity created by
another wonderful person. And so I began my fourth career – as a consultant. In my past roles I
had consulted for many organisations including Australia Post, AMCOR, AMG Healthcare, BT,
Glaxo, Kodak, Logica, Roche Products, Sony UK, Telstra and the World Health Organisation, so I
was no stranger to consulting. This new phase of my life would, however, focus exclusively on
consulting.
I joined Global Philanthropic (now re-branded as AskRight in Australia), a respected
international consultancy, with its head office in Pall Mall, London. I enjoyed working for a wide

variety of clients across Australia, ranging from charities, through schools and hospitals to
Universities. I used my accumulated knowledge to assist them with their philanthropic ambitions.
My clients included the University of Melbourne, the University of New South Wales, the
University of Tasmania, Murdoch University, Victoria University Wellington NZ, the University of
New England, Toorak College, The Hutchings School, St. Hilda’s College, The Shepherd Centre,
and The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. I led a tour for Vice Chancellors and Principals from
Australia and New Zealand to the UK to visit centres of excellence for fundraising.
My wonderful wife Gigi retired from full-time work at the Royal Children’s Hospital in 2016 and
so this gave us the opportunity to work together in our own business, centered on landscape and
nature photography. I gave up consulting and my Board work to concentrate exclusively on our
new endeavor – which I guess is my fifth career! We travel the world taking photographs and sell
them directly, via word-of-mouth recommendation, or via our website. We also produce books
and cards and have physical retail representation, as well as gallery representation. We
occasionally run workshops. Gigi and I love sharing our passion, our images, and our knowledge
with interested individuals.

So these days I am enjoying
working with Gigi creating images
both within Australia and around
the world. Photography has once
again become the significant focus
of my life. I have been a
professional photographer for
nearly 50 years; much has changed
in photography during that time,
but in a way much is still the same.
As I said at the outset photography
has been a consistent theme in my
life – not always my main source of
income – but never far from my
heart.
Photographing Half Dome from Glacier Point.

The artist and the scientist in me have always been in restless juxtaposition. They are my Ying
and Yang. Photography is a remarkable blend of art and science and in photography I have found
my natural habitat. As a scientific and medical photographer, I was required to be objective and
to make not just faithful reproductions, but ones that were consistent and accurate to the extent
that measurements could be taken from them. And yet amidst this pure science I found beauty –
photomicrographs and contour maps of patients that were at once both tools of investigation and
also an expression of pure natural beauty. At their most harmonious the artist and scientist in me
allow me to capture a faithful image that also engages the viewer in the sheer beauty of the
natural world. The artist in me wants the viewer to experience the same emotional rush as I did
when surrounded by nature’s beauty, the scientist wants me to objectively record the evidence.
Over the last few years we have photographed some amazing places. From Iceland to Patagonia,
from Cambodia to Costa Rica, from Spain to Tasmania, through many of the National Parks of

Europe and the USA, to photography in our own backyard of
Australia – we’ve ‘had a ball.’ We’ve also improved our skills
tremendously – it has not been easy – the conversion from
imaging scientist to creative photographer has not been
straightforward. There is no room at all for creative expression
in medical and scientific photography and you are almost
always in control of the lighting. Imagine the difficulty therefore
of moving to a genre primarily based on creative interpretation
where you never have control of the light!

Photographing a stunning dawn in the Patagonian Andes. There is
nothing more exciting than standing in some remote part of the world
at dawn, next to the woman you love, when it all comes together, to
create exactly the image you had pre-conceived in your mind years
earlier. True ‘Creative Flow.’ So lucky!

Despite the challenges we are getting there. I’m delighted to be able to report that in just the
short time since I made the transition to landscape and nature I have won over forty national and
international awards and prizes for work in my newly chosen genre. These have included: the
Founder’s Award of the Biocommunications Association, Finalist in the Bowness Fine Art
Photography Prize, Finalist in Outdoor Photographer of the Year, Finalist in International
Photographer of the Year, Gold, Silver and Bronze in the Epson International Panorama Awards,
Silver in the Tokyo International Foto Awards, Finalist in the Paris Photography Prize, Finalist in
the International Colour Awards (Nature & Architecture), Finalist in the International Fine Art
Photography Awards and most recently overall Winner of the International Garden Photographer
of the year.

“Creation”: winner of the Beauty of Plants, and
overall winner of International Garden
Photographer of the Year 2020 (this competition,
run by the Royal Horticultural Society, had over
20,000 entries from over 150 countries).

But I’m under no illusions about this ‘success’. One of my mothers favourite poems – often recited
to us boys growing up, albeit variously misquoted, was Rudyard Kipling’s “If”
… ‘If you can meet with Success and Failure, and treat those two impostors just the same’…
I’m very much aware that once the thresholds of technical and artistic competence are reached
these competitions are basically a lottery; many other entries could have won, and many of my

‘rejections’ are very fine photographs. In my own judgement I am improving tremendously as a
creative photographer and at the end of the day that’s all that really counts isn’t it?
Unfortunately, the Covid 19 pandemic brought our little venture to a grinding halt. At the start of
the year we headed off for Europe, but the Covid-19 Pandemic put a stop to all of our 2020
assignments – the Lofoten Islands of Norway, Devon and Yorkshire in the UK, The Cinque Terre
and Val D'Orcia in Italy. We did manage to get one night in the arctic circle with Northern Lights
before being repatriated back to Australia via the UK! Eight international flights and 46,000 km
for one night's photography – not good for us, or the Planet!
Back here in Melbourne we were under
continuous Covid 19 restrictions from
March to November – some of the
longest and strictest social restrictions
anywhere in the world. During the first
months in quarantine isolation we spent
time in the studio, rather than in the
field. We completed the next project in
our series that explores the relationship
between liquids and light. This new,
four-part work, called 'Photo-Synthetic'
concerns creation and creativity.
‘Primordial III’ from Photo-Synthetic.
But it’s been very hard staying motivated with no prospect of international travel until at least
2022. Like many small businesses, it is not certain that ours will survive the pandemic. Our
hearts go out to our fellow practitioners who have experienced a complete collapse in their
income and who are still young with families to support.
Although the current situation is very depressing with nothing to look forward to, I really cannot
complain. I have had a tremendous life – with five different careers (medical photographer,
academic, fundraiser, consultant and independent creative photographer) – none of which would
have happened if it weren’t for some luck, a lot of passion and the benefit of influential people
‘looking out’ for me.
Life has come full circle: I started as a landscape photographer and it is the genre I practice today.
It’s amazing where photography can take you in life. Thank you for reading this little history of
my photographic life; I hope you share my passion for photography and that it takes you on as
fantastic journey as it did me.
Hopefully the journey continues!

